Worktops

Postformed Worktops
Constructed from highly durable, 0.9mm postforming grade laminate,
supplied in any colour specified from a wide range available, and bonded
onto either an MDF or a moisture resistant particle board core.
Lengths from 100mm to 3000mm are supplied in one piece.
Lengths over 3000mm will be manufactured in more than one piece
with a precise factory made joint. Standard depth is 600mm. Varying
depths from 300mm minimum to 900mm maximum can be supplied if
requested. Standard fascia depths are 40mm or 100mm.
Fully moulded, postformed upstands are supplied 50mm high, with the
option of 50mm high loose upstands if preferred. Custom-made, preformed 45º mitre joints can be supplied on request. Simply specify ‘ML’
for a left-hand mitre or ‘MR’ for a right-hand mitre.
Factory finished, laminated faced ends are available when specified,
e.g. ‘EL’ for a left-hand end or ‘ER’ for a right-hand end.

Code PFM/40/2500/600/ML/ER
Section
Thickness
Length
Depth
Mitre joint
Finished end
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Loose Upstand
Code
PFUP/2000

Length
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Worktops

Timber Lipped
Worktop
0.9mm thick laminate to
standard colour range, bonded
on to either an 18mm thick
MDF or a moisture resistant
particle board core, with
a softwood sub-frame under
(depending on fascia depth).
Beech fascia 100m deep as
standard. However, depths
varying from 20mm to 100mm
are available.
Lengths and depths as for
postformed worktops.
Beech upstands 50mm
high supplied loose.

FASCIA POSITIONS

F - Front only

FLR - Front, Left & Right

FB - Front & Back

FL - Front & Left

FR - Front & Right

A - All four sides

FLB - Front, Left & Back

FRB - Front, Right & Back

UR - Back & Right

ULR - Back, Left & Right

UPSTAND POSITIONS

U - Back only

		

UL - Back & Left

LR - Left & Right
or one only

Code TFW/40/2500/600/F/ULR

Thickness
Length
Depth
Fascia position
Upstand position
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